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Html

Css

JavaScript

Typescript

React

NextJs

React Native

TailwindCss

ChakraUI
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Nodejs

Git/Github

9/10/2023 - Actually

4/1/2023 - 10/7/2023

3/11/2022 - 1/1/2024

2/1/2022 - Actually

ERICK GARCÍA



Fullstack Developer
hallgraph
Lead the development modern websites in collaboration with a top-
notch design team. I use cutting-edge technologies such as Next.js
as the main framework, Tailwind CSS for optimal design, Sanity as a
CMS, and MongoDB as the database hosted on MongoDB Atlas. For
hosting, I rely on Vercel.
.

Frontend developer
Samyca
development of a KYC (Know Your Customer) platform utilizing
blockchain technology. Created an intuitive form with a focus on
user experience and data integrity, integrated advanced validation
using the Regula API for enhanced security and efficiency. Utilized
Next.js and Chakra UI for agile frontend development, collaborating
effectively within a team to achieve exceptional results and project
milestones.

Frontend developer
Hive Short
Led the development of a video streaming platform with Blockchain
API integration for scalability and security. Utilized Next.js, CSS
Modules for seamless user experience, and integrated video
streaming processing for smooth playback and high engagement.
Strengthened authenticity and trust with decentralized Blockchain
API integration.

Fullstack developer
Freelance
 I've completed diverse projects collaborating with professionals to
create scalable applications. Specializing in responsive landing
pages using Next.js, React, react-hook-form, zod, zustand, Tailwind
CSS, and Chakra UI. Also experienced in developing mobile apps
with React Native.



I'm a passionate frontend programmer specializing in web and mobile app
development. With expertise in technologies like React.js, Next.js, and React
Native, I create high-quality applications that provide exceptional user
experiences. I stay up-to-date with the latest development practices and tools to
ensure efficiency, scalability, and optimal performance. I'm also skilled at
collaborating with multidisciplinary teams and effectively communicating with
designers, backend developers, and stakeholders. Complex challenges fuel my
creativity, and I love finding innovative solutions.
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